Secretion Defects That Activate the Phage Shock Response of Escherichia coli
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The phage shock protein (psp) operon of Escherichia coli is induced by membrane-damaging cues. Earlier studies linked defects in secretion across the inner membrane to induction of the psp response. Here we show that defects in yidC and sec secretion induce psp but that defects in tat and srp have no effect. We have also determined the cellular location of PspB and PspD proteins.

The pspABCDE operon of Escherichia coli is specifically associated with a wide variety of membrane stresses. Expression of the pspABCDE operon is strongly induced by the infection of E. coli with filamentous phage f1 and, more specifically, by expression of f1 gene IV, which encodes protein IV (pIV). The pIV protein is a member of the secretin family that forms an outer membrane (OM) pore through which phage is extruded. Other stresses, including heat shock, osmotic shock, and exposure to organic solvents, induce psp (for a review, see reference 24). Overexpression of PulD, an OM secretin, also mediated up-regulation of PspA; however, this effect was reduced when the periplasmic chaperone PulS was coexpressed (14). Translocation of mutant forms of the OM protein maltoporin, encoded by lamB (7), and PhoE, a pore-forming OM protein (16), resulted in up-regulation of PspA. Furthermore, chromosomal mutations in secA, secD, and secF up-regulate expression of PspA, whereas mutations in secE and secY do not. For the secA51 mutation, it was speculated that proteins might be trapped inside the translocase due to interruption of SecA ATP hydrolysis functioning, but this was not confirmed experimentally (16). SecDF depletion leads to cells being unable to maintain the proton motive force (PMF) across the inner membrane (2). PspA is not part of the secretion apparatus but may act to maintain PMF, since in an E. coli mutant lacking pspA, PMF decreased specifically compared to the level in the wild type when a mutant form of PhoE was overproduced (17). Recent work has identified new participants in protein secretion in E. coli, which led us to reexamine the determinants for induction of the psp response. We wished to clarify whether psp specifically responds to Sec-related stress or to more general secretion stresses at the inner membrane.

Secretion of proteins destined for the periplasm or OM is mediated by several different systems in E. coli. The SecYEG translocase translocates proteins across the inner membrane. Secretion requires energy (from ATP hydrolysis) and the proton gradient and electrochemical potential components of the PMF. Since earlier studies linking secretion problems to psp induction were carried out, several other components of the secretion apparatus, including the bacterial signal recognition particle (SRP), the Tat system, and YidC, have been identified. The bacterial SRP, which presents proteins to the Sec translocase, functions to target and integrate cytoplasmic membrane proteins. In E. coli, the SRP comprises fh (48-kDa protein), ffs (4.5S RNA), and ftsY (the SRP receptor in the inner membrane) (3, 25, 27, 32). The Tat system (twin-arginine translocation pathway) transports a specific subset of fully folded E. coli proteins across the bacterial inner membrane (reviewed in reference 26). YidC copurifies with SecY and is part of the secYEG/SecDF YajC complex. YidC interacts with the translocase through a bridging interaction with SecDF YajC. YidC can work with the Sec translocase but also functions independently to facilitate the insertion of Sec-dependent and Sec-independent proteins into the membrane bilayer (9). Some evidence suggests that the SecDF complex is involved in the release of proteins into the periplasmic space (21) and can prevent the backsliding of partly translocated proteins from the translocase to the cytoplasm (11). YidC is hypothesized to contribute to the clearing of the translocon channel. YidC depletion does not affect protein export unless a Sec-dependent protein is overexpressed. Its primary role is in membrane protein topogenesis (reviewed in reference 9). Yi et al. (35) have recently shown a role for YidC in the function of the F1F0-ATP synthase.

One hypothesis for psp induction is that slowed translocation, or slowed folding of an OM protein into its correct conformation, may be a trigger for PspA synthesis. Therefore, we hypothesized that defects in the SRP, Tat, or YidC may trigger the induction of psp. We decided to further probe the nature of the inducing signal for psp through a combination of depletion experiments and defined mutations. Induction signals for psp are poorly defined, placing an emphasis on the need to establish which translocation systems might be sensed by the psp system. Crucially, several systems previously used to study the induction of psp utilized an overexpression of membrane proteins which might themselves interact with Psp proteins. All the mutants used in this study have been well characterized and are chromosomally located, and the assays that were applied rely on conventional growth conditions without overexpression of membrane proteins, except key positive control assays. Pairs of strains used were isogenic or very closely related.
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Mutations in all the components of the bacterial SRP do not up-regulate \textit{pspA} expression. A reporter gene fusion construct (pSJ1) was made by PCR amplification of the \textit{pspA} promoter with primers SE5 and SE6 (13) and then cloning into vector pMR25 to fuse the \textit{pspA} promoter to \textit{lacZ}. Verification was done by sequence analysis. The clone, pSJ1, allowed a specific assay for levels of \textit{pspA} transcription, since stop codons are present in all three reading frames and a translational start site is provided for the promoterless \textit{lacZ} gene (Table 1). The vector was present at one to five copies per cell. \textbeta-Galactosidase assays of the appropriate plasmid-containing strain, with tetracycline present at 10 \mu g/ml, were carried out with a 100-fold dilution of overnight culture into Luria-Bertani broth (LB) with the appropriate antibiotics (28). Cultures were grown at 37°C to an optical density at 600 nm (\textit{OD}_{600}) of 0.6 to 0.8, and the activity was assayed (23) and expressed as the number of units at an OD600 (Miller units). By classical induction with IPTG harbored on pPMR129 (10), \textit{pspA} up-regulation was confirmed (data not shown). pMR25 (control vector) or pSJ1 (\textit{pspA-lacZ}) was transformed into HPT strains (Table 1), each of which harbors defined point mutations in various components of the bacterial SRP (33). \textbeta-Galactosidase activity was determined after growth overnight (data not shown) or after growth to an OD_{600} of between 0.6 and 0.8 (Table 1). In all cases, the levels of \textbeta-galactosidase observed were comparable to those of the appropriate parental strain. Hence, mutations that cause defects in the presentation of inner membrane proteins to the translocon (and hence, accumulation of proteins in the cytoplasm) do not confer any significant up-regulation of \textit{pspA} in HPT strains and the MC4100(pMR25) strains described in reference 8, were grown to saturation 4 were supplied by Harris Bernstein. Strains and the MC4100(pMR25) strains described in reference 8, were grown to saturation 4 were supplied by Harris Bernstein.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{llll}
\textbf{Strain} & \textbf{\textbeta-Galactosidase assay result} & \textbf{Reference} \\
 & (Miller units) & & \\
JS7131(pMR25) ara & 6 & 0 & 29 \\
JS7131(pSJ1) ara & 59 & 0 & 4 \\
JS7131(pMR25) glu & 8 & 0 & 29 \\
JS7131(pSJ1) glu & 277 & 1 & 9 & 29 \\
MC4100(pMR25) & 15.4 & 0.9 & 8 \\
MC4100(pSJ1) & 183 & 3.5 & 8 \\
BILKO (MC4100 \textit{SecE}(pMR25) & 17 & 0 & 3 \\
BILKO (MC4100 \textit{SecE}(pSJ1) & 180 & 0.17 & 6 \\
ELV15 (MC4100 \textit{SecA}(pMR25) & 33 & 0.9 & 30 \\
ELV15 (MC4100 \textit{SecA}(pSJ1) & 176 & 2.6 & 30 \\
JIM1 (MC4100 \textit{SecE}(pMR25) & 31 & 0.8 & 30 \\
JIM1 (MC4100 \textit{SecE}(pSJ1) & 160 & 0.9 & 30 \\
JARV15 (MC4100 \textit{SecE}(pMR25) & 34 & 0.4 & 30 \\
JARV15 (MC4100 \textit{SecE}(pSJ1) & 172 & 1.7 & 30 \\
HPT57 (MC1000 \textit{phoA}^\textit{+} \textit{phoR}^\textit{+}) & 3.6 & 0.7 & 33 \\
HPT57 (MC1000 \textit{phoA}^\textit{+} \textit{phoR}^\textit{+}) & 39 & 0.8 & 33 \\
HPT57 (MC1000 \textit{phoA}^\textit{+} \textit{phoR}^\textit{+}) & 4.6 & 0.8 & 33 \\
HPT4-U46 (fts-46)(pMR25) & 45.6 & 2.9 & 33 \\
HPT4-U46 (fts-46)(pSJ1) & 5 & 2.3 & 33 \\
HPT4-U70 (fts-70)(pMR25) & 5 & 2.3 & 33 \\
HPT4-U70 (fts-70)(pSJ1) & 26 & 0.8 & 33 \\
HPT4-U73 (secM73)(pMR25) & 5.2 & 0.2 & 33 \\
HPT4-U73 (secM73)(pSJ1) & 418 & 0.8 & 33 \\
HPT4-U77 (ffh-77)(pMR25) & 2.2 & 1.3 & 33 \\
HPT4-U77 (ffh-77)(pSJ1) & 34 & 0.65 & 33 \\
HPT4-U87 (ffh-87)(pMR25) & 4.8 & 0.3 & 33 \\
HPT4-U87 (ffh-87)(pSJ1) & 23.1 & 0.84 & 33 \\
HPT4-U89 (ffh-89)(pMR25) & 2.9 & 0.9 & 33 \\
HPT4-U89 (ffh-89)(pSJ1) & 49 & 2.2 & 33 \\
HPT4-U93 (secM93)(pMR25) & 7.4 & 2.3 & 33 \\
HPT4-U93 (secM93)(pSJ1) & 420 & 9.9 & 33 \\
HPT4-U103 (ffh-103)(pMR25) & 4.9 & 0.49 & 33 \\
HPT4-U103 (ffh-103)(pSJ1) & 37.7 & 0.27 & 33 \\
MC4100(pMR25) & 1.36 & 0.79 & 4 \\
MC4100(pSJ1) & 2.97 & 0.8 & 4 \\
MC4100(pSJ1) & 37.3 & 0.8 & 4 \\
MC4100(pSJ1) & 38.4 & 0.6 & 4 \\
HDB45(pMR25) & 3.0 & 0.58 & 4 \\
HDB45(pMR25) & 3.3 & 0.86 & 4 \\
HDB45(pMR25) & 37.1 & 0.35 & 4 \\
HDB45(pSJ1) & 36.4 & 1.09 & 4 \\
\end{tabular}
\caption{Survey of induction of \textit{pspA} by chromosomal mutations in secretion loci of \textit{E. coli}}
\end{table}

*Where present, the pMR25 vector numbered one to five copies per cell (C. Mohr and R. Roberts, unpublished data) (a gift from Dickon Alley). ara or glu cultures were grown with LB plus 0.2% arabinose or glucose, respectively. pSJ1 is pMR25 with a \textit{pspA} transcriptional fusion. JS7131 strains were supplied by T. Palmer. The BILKO, ELV15, J1M1, and JARV15 strains, as well as the MC4100(pMR25) and MC4100(pSJ1) strains described in reference 8, were supplied by R. Dalbey. The HPT strains were supplied by J. Beckwith. The HBD strains and the MC4100(pMR25) and MC4100(pSJ1) strains described in reference 4 were supplied by Harris Bernstein.

\begin{itemize}
\item Assays were in triplicate using bacteria grown in LB supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic (tetracycline at 10 \mu g/ml). Results are expressed as means + standard errors of the means.
\item Grown with IPTG.
\item Grown without IPTG.
\end{itemize}

Serum was taken from mice on day 60 and was judged by Western blotting exactly as described previously (13) with a 1:10,000 dilution of PspA and a 1:8,000 dilution of horseradish peroxidase-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse antibody (Sigma) to detect bound PspA antibody from samples of whole-cell extract of \textit{E. coli} B834(DE3) harboring pET29a\textsuperscript{+} (\textit{pspA}). The wild type (HPT57), HPT73, and HPT93 were grown to satu-
roration and then diluted to an OD:<sub>600</sub> of 0.05 in LB and grown at 37°C. Samples were taken at 2, 4, and 6 h postdilution and were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Equal amounts of cells were loaded in each lane, and no significant differences in growth rate were noticed. Western blotting of samples using the PspA antibody clearly revealed significant up-regulation of PspA protein (Fig. 1B) in the secM mutants.

Depletion of YidC dramatically up-regulates pspA expression. Depletion of YidC was used in these experiments, since yidC is essential. JS7131 contains a single copy of yidC integrated into the attB locus of MC1061 under the control of the araBAD promoter (29). JS7131 harboring pMR25 (vector control) or pPS1 was grown to saturation in LB (plus 0.2% arabinose) and then washed twice with 5 ml of LB to remove arabinose. Cells were diluted to an OD:<sub>600</sub> of 0.05 in either LB plus 0.2% arabinose or LB plus 0.2% glucose and grown for 4 h. Triplicate samples were assayed for β-galactosidase activity as described above for Table 1. An approximately 4.7-fold up-regulation of pspA transcription was observed following YidC depletion. Following depletion of YidC, exactly as before, cell samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, and Western blotting clearly showed up-regulation of PspA protein at 2 and 4 h postdilution to remove arabinose (Fig. 1A).

Mutations in tat loci do not affect pspA expression. E. coli strain MC4100 harboring in-frame deletions in tatA, tatE, tatAE, and tatC were all assayed for pspA expression. Mutations in tatC and tatAE completely block translocation of tat substrates, while deletions in either tatA or tatE lead to partial blocking of tat substrate transport since their functions overlap (30; T. Palmer, personal communication). pMR25 (vector control) and pPS1 were introduced into tat mutants and a wild-type reference strain (MC4100). All strains were grown to an OD:<sub>600</sub> of 0.6 to 0.8 or saturation. PspA was not up-regulated under any of the conditions tested (Table 1). Western blotting was employed to confirm these results; again no up-regulation of PspA protein was observed (data not shown). We did not test psp induction under anaerobic conditions, since tat genes are constitutively expressed, indicating a requirement for the Tat export apparatus under all growth conditions (15).

Which Psp protein(s) could monitor stress at the inner membrane? Recent evidence indicated that regulation of the psp operon proceeds through protein-protein interactions (1). PspA is a cytoplasmic protein associated with the inner membrane (12). PspE is a periplasmic protein (22), while PspC is known to span the inner membrane once with an N-terminus-in, C-terminus-out topology (17). PspB is an inner membrane protein with one membrane-spanning domain, but the topological arrangement has not been proven. PspD was identified as a peripherally bound inner membrane protein by Western blotting and cell fractionation studies (1). To confirm the cellular location of PspB and PspD, we used a gene fusion approach, a well-characterized method of determining the topology of proteins (20). We fused lacZ or phoA to the C termini of PspD and PspB and used enzyme assays to determine the activities of the fusion proteins produced (Table 2). Since both PspB and PspD fused to lacZ gave reproducible β-galactosidase activity, whereas fusion of either to phoA gave no detectable alkaline phosphatase activity, the C termini of these proteins must be located in the cytoplasm. Western blotting with
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**TABLE 2. Roles of PspB and PspD in the phase shock response<sup>a</sup>**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>β-Galactosidase assay result (Miller units)</th>
<th>Alkaline phosphatase assay result (U/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DH59&lt;sup&gt;vector&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>57.2 ± 0.05</td>
<td>6 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH59&lt;sup&gt;vector + pspD&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1968 ± 26</td>
<td>7 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH59&lt;sup&gt;vector + pspB&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>680 ± 8</td>
<td>7 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1655&lt;sup&gt;pspB, pGZ1919EH, NI&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>183.4 ± 6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1655&lt;sup&gt;pspB, pGZ1919EH, I&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>242.9 ± 6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1655&lt;sup&gt;pspB, pPMR129, NI&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>196 ± 6.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1655&lt;sup&gt;pspB, pPMR129, I&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>657.2 ± 9.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1655&lt;sup&gt;ΔpspD, pPS1, pGZ1919EH, NI&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>191.0 ± 3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1655&lt;sup&gt;ΔpspD, pPS1, pGZ1919EH, I&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>197.24 ± 2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1655&lt;sup&gt;ΔpspD, pPS1, pPMR129, NI&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>199.6 ± 4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG1655&lt;sup&gt;ΔpspD, pPS1, pPMR129, I&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>700.6 ± 18.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> E. coli strain DH59 was the host for gene fusion constructs. This strain lacks endogenous β-galactosidase activity and has minimal alkaline phosphatase activity. The vector was pLKC480 for fusions made to lacZ (34), and pspB and pspD were amplified with primers and clones containing appropriate restriction sites (verified by sequencing; primers are available on request). The vector was pBAF for fusions made to phoA (13a), and cloning sites and primers were as described above for fusions to lacZ. Assays were in triplicate using bacteria grown in LB supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic (ampicillin at 100 μg/ml), and results are means ± standard errors. The pGZ1919EH vector is described in the work of Lessel et al. (18). Strains were grown with no induction (NI) in LB supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics. For strains grown with induction (I), IPTG at a concentration of 1 mM was used throughout growth to induce the expression of pIV (encoding the secretin) from pPMR129. pPMR129 is vector pGZ1919EH containing the pIV gene from phage fI under lac promoter control (10).
an antibody to LacZ (Cp Laboratories) demonstrated the production of stable fusion proteins of the expected size (data not shown). Hence, alterations in PMF (or improperly inserted membrane proteins) might be sensed by PspA, PspB, PspC, or PspD. A previous study showed that both pspB and pspC are required for induction of the psp response but that pspE is dispensable for induction (24). Eviction-exchange mutagenesis was used to delete pspD from the chromosome of E. coli MG1655. A PCR product containing an in-frame deletion of pspD was constructed as described by Link et al. (19) with primers listed on the website http://arep.med.harvard.edu/labgc/adnan/projects/EcoliKOpromers/EcoliKOpromers.html in which the SauI restriction site is replaced with a BamHI site. The PCR product was digested with BamHI and NotI and ligated into the same sites in plasmid pSR47s (modified sacB vector supplied by Paul Casaz). Eviction-exchange mutagenesis was carried out as described by Link et al. (19) by using E. coli MG1655 CGSC 7740 (5) as the parent strain for the gene deletion. pspD deletion mutants were detected by colony PCR with the same primers used to make the original PCR product. Amplified DNA from putative mutants was sequenced to verify that the deletion was in frame. Induction of pspA with pPMR129 (which harbors pIV under lac promoter control) was not affected in a strain with pspD deleted (Table 2). Hence, although it remains a possibility that PspD may influence the kinetics of induction by pIV or other inducers, it seems likely that either PspA, PspB, or PspC (or a combination) is the primary sensor of membrane stresses.

Implications. Transport of proteins across the bacterial inner membrane may impose stress on the cell, perhaps through modulation of the PMF. Using a simple reporter system for membrane proteins, the number of exported a large pore while maintaining the PMF intact (31) and mutants in the SRP affect only the presentation of substrates to the Sec translocon, this study confirms that the elimination of PMF is a good candidate for psp up-regulation. PMF is, however, required for translocation through the Tat pore; perhaps the mutations in the Tat apparatus analyzed in this study did not lead to the dissipation of PMF. Alternatively, perhaps even though export in a tatA background is severely affected (T. Palmer, personal communication), the number of exported proteins affected is significantly lower than when the sec machinery is corrupted. The Psp system may sense problems specifically at the Sec translocon. The effects of secA, secD, secF, and secM upon the induction of the psp operon are clear, yet secY and secE mutations do not up-regulate psp. The basis for this differential effect is not yet clear, but it might be related to some redundancy in the roles that secY and secE can play in the cell. It has been suggested that YidC acts with the Sec translocon, and we hypothesize that one or more of the Psp proteins may sense alterations in the PMF directly, or perhaps they interact with members of the Sec translocon or YidC itself. SecM has been suggested to participate directly in the insertion of membrane proteins into the inner membrane. The secM mutants used in this study affected membrane protein insertion into the inner membrane but had no effect on SecA levels (33). YidC can also independently insert membrane proteins into the inner membrane. So the possibility also exists that a Psp protein(s) can sense incorrectly inserted proteins directly, perhaps by close association with SecM, SecD, or SecF and YidC. The differences in psp expression between secM and srp mutants is striking. An involvement of SecM in the regulation of SecA may be one basis for the clear effects of SecM upon psp expression. Although secM and srp mutations have the propensity of having weak effects upon membrane protein insertion, the secM mutant has the additive effect of interfering with protein translocation. By utilizing chromosomal mutations in several components of the secretion apparatus, as opposed to determining the effects of overexpressed proteins on the psp system, we have established a firm link between secretion-imposed stress and the psp system of E. coli. Recent reports that regulation of the phage shock response proceeds through protein-protein interactions speculated that PspC was the most likely candidate for the prime sensor of membrane integrity (1). PspD is dispensable for induction of psp (this study), leaving PspA, PspB, or PspC as likely sensors of membrane stress. The challenge now is to identify how the Psp protein(s) senses stress and to work out how PspA can act to restore PMF and hence aid the secretion of proteins across the bacterial inner membrane.
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